The production of W boson pairs in association with one jet in pp collisions at √ s = 8T e Vi s studied using data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 20.3 fb −1 collected by the ATLAS detector during 2012 at the CERN Large Hadron Collider. The cross section is measured in a fiducial phase-space region defined by the presence of exactly one electron and one muon, missing transverse momentum and exactly one jet with a transverse momentum above 25 GeV and a pseudorapidity of |η| < 4.5. The leptons are required to have opposite electric charge and to pass transverse momentum and pseudorapidity requirements. The fiducial cross section is found to be σ
Introduction
The measurement of the production of two W bosons is a crucial test of the non-Abelian gauge structure of the electroweak theory of the Standard Model (SM). The increasing precision of the experimental measurements at the LHC has elicited improved theoretical descriptions of the process. Progress has been made to extend the next-to-leading-order (NLO) [1] calculation of pp → W + W − production to include next-to-next-to-leadingorder (NNLO) effects [2] in perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD). A separate calculation of the loop-induced, non-resonant gg → W + W − production process has been made available at order O(α 3 S ) [3] in the strong coupling constant α S . Resonant WW * production via the exchange of a Higgs boson has been calculated to order O(α 3 S ) [4] and O(α 4 S ) [5] . These predictions can be summed to give an updated prediction for the total cross section of 65.0 +1.2 −1.1 pb as further detailed in Section 7. In addition to these new calculations, fully differential NNLO predictions [6] have become available, as have dedicated NLO predictions for jetassociated WW production [7, 8] with up to three jets [9] . The resummation of logarithms arising from a selection on the num-⋆ E-mail address: atlas.publications@cern.ch. ber of jets has been presented at next-to-next-to-leading-logarithm (NNLL) accuracy in Refs. [10, 11] . It is therefore interesting to study WW production in association with jets to confront these calculations with experimental data from the LHC.
A measurement of the jet multiplicity in WW events at the CDF experiment was published in Ref. [12] . At the LHC, the CMS Collaboration has included WW production in association with one jet in their measurement of the total WW production cross section at √ s = 8T e V[13], but has not published dedicated fiducial cross sections of jet-associated WW production. This letter presents a measurement of the fiducial cross section of WW production using the decay chain W + W − → e ± ν e μ ∓ ν μ in final states with one associated hadronic jet, further referred to as 1-jet final state. The fiducial region is defined using stable particles at the generator level and is chosen to match the experimental selection as closely as possible.
Only events with exactly one reconstructed jet are selected for the analysis, while events with a larger number of jets suffer from a large background from top-quark production and are not considered. The selected WW candidate event sample is corrected for background processes, detection efficiencies and resolution effects, and the cross section of WW + 1-jet production is extracted for the fiducial phase-space region. The results are combined with a previous measurement reported in Ref. [14] sitions not associated with any particle are added. Missing transverse momentum induced by mismeasurements of the energy of leptons is further reduced in the calorimeter-based measurement by projecting the missing transverse momentum E The invariant mass of the two selected leptons, m ℓℓ , is required to be greater than 10 GeV to suppress contributions from misidentified leptons produced in multijet and W + jets events. Apart from the requirements on the jets and φ(E 
Determination of backgrounds
The experimental signature of exactly one electron and one muon with opposite electric charge, and missing transverse momentum can be produced by a variety of SM processes which are treated as backgrounds. Top quarks decay almost exclusively to a b-quark and a W boson. This makes tt and single top-quark production the dominant background to WW production, in particular for events with jets in the final state. The background yield from top-quark production is determined using a method proposed in Ref. [51] . The event yield is extrapolated from a control sample enriched in events from top-quark production. It is defined by the nominal selection requirements but must contain exactly one identified b-jet with p T > 25 GeV and within |η| < 2.5, instead of requiring the absence of identified b-jets. The distribution of the transverse momentum of the b-jet in the control sample is shown in Fig. 1(a) . The data is used to constrain the large experimental and theoretical uncertainties shown by the error bands. The factor to extrapolate from this control sample to the signal sample is determined as the ratio of jets passing or failing the b-jet requirement in additional control samples, defined by the presence of two jets, at least one of which passes the b-tag requirement. Systematic effects resulting from the choice of the control sample are corrected for by an additional factor estimated from simulated event samples. The correction introduces experimental systematic uncertainties of ±3.1%, mainly from the uncertainty in the jet energy scale. Theoretical uncertainties are found to amount to ±2.5%
and are dominated by differences in simulated tt event samples produced with Powheg and MC@NLO, and uncertainties in the Wt production cross section. Statistical uncertainties from the limited size of the control samples in data and simulation introduce an uncertainty of ±3.5%, resulting in an overall precision in the estimated top-quark background yield of ±5.2%.
The estimation of the remaining background processes closely follows the methodology described in Ref. [14] . Data-driven estimates of the yields of W + jets and multijet production are determined in an event sample in data that is selected with relaxed identification and isolation criteria for the leptons. The composition of this event sample with genuine and misidentified leptons can be inferred using the probabilities of genuine and misidentified leptons selected with the relaxed criteria to satisfy the nominal lepton selection criteria. The yield of background from Drell-Yan production is obtained from a simultaneous fit of the distribution of simulated event samples to the φ(E and W γ production, are determined using simulation and are normalised to NLO predictions [1] . The uncertainties assigned to the NLO predictions are inflated to cover differences from the calculations in Refs. [52, 53] . For W γ production a K -factor is calculated from Ref.
[54] and applied to the NLO prediction.
The observed data and the estimated signal and background yields are summarised in Table 1 . Half of the events selected in data are estimated to originate from background processes, where top-quark production represents the largest contribution. The transverse momentum distribution of the selected jet after the final event selection is shown in Fig. 1(b) , where data is shown to- Table 1 Summary of the event yields in the selected WW + 1-jet events observed in data and estimated from signal and background contributions. The estimated event yields for the WW signal are determined from simulated event samples which are scaled to a total cross section of 58.7 +4.2 −3.8 pb. The estimated yields from diboson production are determined from simulated event samples whereas the yields of all other backgrounds are estimated using data-driven methods. The statistical and systematic uncertainties are shown separately. For reference, the numbers of observed, expected signal and background events for the WW + 0-jet measurement [14] gether with the simulated WW signal events and the estimated background yields. Good agreement between the data and the estimated yields is observed for the selected WW + 1-jet candidate sample.
Cross-section measurement
The cross section for WW production in the eμ final state with exactly one jet is measured. The definition of the fiducial phase space is derived from the selection applied to reconstructed events. Leptons are recombined with any final-state photons from QED radiation within a surrounding cone of size R = 0.1, to form so-called 'dressed leptons'. Furthermore, electrons and muons are required to be oppositely charged and to originate directly from W decays. The same selection requirements on transverse momentum and pseudorapidity as at reconstruction level are applied to the dressed leptons. Stable particles with a lifetime τ > 30 ps, excluding muons and neutrinos, are used to form particle-level jets using the anti-k t algorithm with a radius parameter of R = 0.4. They are selected if p T > 25 GeV and |η| < 4.5. To remove jets originating from electrons, jets which are a distance R < 0.3f r o m any electron from W decays selected as detailed above are ignored. The four-momentum sum of the neutrinos originating from the W boson decays is used for the calculation of both p miss T and E miss T, Rel at generator level.
The number of selected WW candidate events with exactly one associated jet may receive contributions from events with different jet multiplicities due to the detector resolution. After subtracting the background contributions, N b , from the number of observed events, N obs , the observed signal yield, N s = N obs − N b , is corrected for detector inefficiencies, resolution and jet migration effects using a correction matrix R ij . The correction matrix also accounts for jets originating from pileup which increase the expected signal yield by 5%. It is evaluated using simulated WW event samples as the ratio of the number of events reconstructed in jet-bin i and generated in jet-bin j, N The effect on the measured cross section is less than 1%. The values of the matrix R ij are given in Table 2 together with their total uncertainties. Events reconstructed with the wrong jet multiplicity cause non-zero values for R ij with i = j.
The fiducial WW cross section in jet-bin j is given by the measured signal yields in jet-bins i = 0, 1:
where L is the integrated luminosity and N i s the backgroundsubtracted events yield in jet bin i. The cross sections for WW production with zero and one associated jet are extracted simultaneously using a profile likelihood fit [55, 56] to data observed in 0-jet and 1-jet final states. Information from both the 0-jet final states from Ref.
[14] and 1-jet final states are used, where systematic uncertainties are added to the likelihood function as nuisance parameters and treated as correlated between 0-jet and 1-jet final states.
The sum of the fiducial 0-jet and 1-jet cross sections is extrapolated to the total phase space by correcting for the acceptance A WW and the branching fraction B of W → ℓν decays:
Here, the acceptance A WW is defined as the ratio of events generated in the ≤ 1-jet fiducial volume to all generated events. The acceptance correction factor is A WW = 0.319, which is roughly 40% larger than for pure WW + 0-jet final states [14] . The W → ℓν, ℓ = e, μ or τ , branching fraction is B = 0.1083 [57].
Systematic uncertainties
Systematic uncertainties arising from the limited knowledge of the event reconstruction efficiency and the determination of the particle four-momenta are propagated to the measurement by varying the corresponding parameters in the calculation of the correction matrix R ij . Uncertainties in the efficiency of the trigger and the selection of the leptons result in an uncertainty of ±1.8% in the fiducial cross section [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] . An uncertainty of ±2.9% [49] is attributed to the identification and rejection of jets containing b-hadrons.
Uncertainties in the jet energy scale and the jet energy resolution affect the matrix elements R ij especially for events with jets near the transverse momentum threshold of p T = 25 GeV, resulting in uncertainties that can be as large as ±40% for R ij with i = j. The effect on the WW + 1-jet cross section is found to be ±4.2% and ±1.0% from the jet energy scale and resolution [45, 63] Uncertainties in the fiducial cross section due to the theoretical modelling of the correction matrix R ij are evaluated using alternative simulated→ W + W − event samples. The uncertainty due to the choice of generator and parton shower model is estimated by comparing simulated event samples generated with Powheg+Pythia 8 and with MC@NLO+Jimmy. The resulting uncertainty in the measured cross section is ±2.4%. The effect of higher-order corrections is estimated by varying the renormalisation and factorisation scales simultaneously by factors of 0.5 and 2 and comparing the resulting correction matrices. The associated uncertainty in the measured 1-jet cross section amounts to ±0.5%.
The uncertainty due to the choice of PDF is calculated according to Ref.
[65] and amounts to less than ±0.1%. Accounting for migrations from higher jet multiplicities introduces uncertainties of ±2.1%. The uncertainty in the correction matrix due the relative normalisations of the different signal samples,→ W + W − , non-resonant gg and resonant gg → H production, is found to be negligible in comparison to other uncertainties.
The extrapolation from the fiducial to the total phase space introduces additional uncertainties. These are assessed separately for the→ W + W − , non-resonant gg → W + W − and resonant gg → H → W + W − processes and amount to ±1.9% for the MC generator and parton shower uncertainty evaluated as described above. The PDF-induced uncertainty is estimated to be ±0.8%. The uncertainties due to potential contributions from higher-order effects are determined to be ±4.0% originating from the restriction to specific jet multiplicities. They are computed in the total phase space by considering the scale dependence of successive inclusive jet-binned cross sections to be uncorrelated [66] . The scale dependence of the remaining selection criteria is assessed without applying any jet requirements and is found to be ±0.2%.
Results
The cross section for WW + 1-jet production in the fiducial region is measured to be:
The total relative uncertainty of the measured value is ±15% and correlated with the uncertainty of the fiducial WW + 0-jet
. The correlation coefficient between the total uncertainties of the 0-and the 1-jet fiducial measurements is found to be ρ =−0.051. The measured cross sections and uncertainties can be used to compute a cross section defined in the fiducial WW+ ≤ 1-jet region:
Uncertainties causing migrations of events between jet bins are significantly reduced when comparing the fiducial WW + 0-jet cross section and the WW+ ≤ 1-jet cross section. The previously dominant experimental uncertainty in the jet energy scale is reduced by a factor of 2.5 by extending the measurement to include 1-jet final states.
Additional uncertainties introduced by the rejection of b-jets and increased uncertainties in the estimation of background contributions cause the overall experimental uncertainty to be lower by only 18%.
The ratio of jet-binned fiducial cross sections R 1 is measured to be: (6) and allows a test of theoretical calculations without knowing the total cross section.
Theoretical predictions of the fiducial cross sections are obtained by combining three separate theoretical calculations of the total cross sections with their respective acceptance correction factors A WW . These factors are calculated using the simulated event samples generated at lower order in the perturbative expansion for the three separate processes contributing to WW production.
is used, which formally includes the loop-induced gg contribution at order O(α 2 S ). This gg contribution is subtracted and replaced by a calculation of the gg loop-process to order O(α 3 S ) [3] 
A comparison of the measured and predicted fiducial cross sections is given in Fig. 2(a) . While the fiducial WW + 0-jet cross section was measured slightly higher than the theoretical prediction, the fiducial WW + 1-jet and WW+ ≤ 1-jet cross-section measurements agree well with the theoretical prediction. The ratio of the jet-binned fiducial cross sections R 1 measured in data is compared to several theoretical predictions in Fig. 2(b) . All theoretical values agree well with the measurement within uncertainties. The first two theoretical predictions are taken from either the Powheg+Pythia 8 or the MC@NLO+Jimmy→ W + W − samples. The theoretical uncertainty in these predictions is assessed by varying the renormalisation and factorisation scales independently by factors of 0.5 and 2 with the constraint 0.5 < μ F /μ R < 2. The contributions from resonant and non-resonant gg → W + W − production are taken in both cases from the respective Powheg+Pythia 8 and gg2ww samples, which increase the prediction for R 1 due to more initial-state radiation from gluons than quarks. The full effect of omitting the gg → W + W − contributions is assigned as further theoretical uncertainty. To investigate resummation effects, a third prediction is obtained from the→ W + W − and gg → W + W − samples as discussed above, but with the Powheg+Pythia 8→ W + W − sample reweighted to reproduce the p T,WW distribution as predicted by the NLO+NNLL calculation in Ref. [10] . In addition to renormalisation and factorisation scales, the resummation scale is varied here. Finally, predictions for R 1 are obtained by using recent fixed-order calculations 2 The prediction for the total cross section is slightly larger than the one cited in Ref. [14] due to the inclusion of the higher-order calculation of the loop-induced gg processes and the use of an alternative scale choice in the calculation of the Contributions from resonant and non-resonant gg → W + W − production are added to all three theoretical values. Fixed-order calculations at NNLO using Matrix [6] and at NLO using MCFM [1, 8] are also shown, where contributions from gg → H → W + W − production are added using simulated Powheg+Pythia 8 samples. For the measured cross sections in (a) and (b) the combined statistical and systematic uncertainties are shown as a blue band. When statistical uncertainties are given they are indicated as horizontal error bars. The uncertainties in theoretical cross sections are shown as a grey band. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
for the→ W + W − and non-resonant gg → W + W − processes from Matrix at NNLO [6] and MCFM at NLO, where the latter uses the implementations of inclusive WW production [1] and WW + 1-jet production [8] . These programs allow the application of the fiducial lepton and missing transverse momentum selections avoiding the use of acceptance factors derived from lower-order programs. Jets are clustered from the final state partons using the anti-k t algorithm with the radius parameter R = 0. The total WW cross section is extrapolated from the fiducial WW+ ≤ 1-jet cross section using Eq. (3) and found to be:
The result presented here is 12% more precise than the previous ATLAS measurement based on WW + 0-jet candidate events 
Conclusion
The production of W boson pairs in association with a hadronic jet was studied in pp collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of The total cross section extrapolated from the ≤ 1-jet fiducial volume is in better agreement with the theory calculation than the total cross section extrapolated from the 0-jet fiducial volume. The uncertainty is improved by 12%.
To investigate further how well current predictions are able to describe the relative contributions of these exclusive jet cross sections, the ratio of the fiducial WW + 1-jet to the fiducial WW + 0-jet cross section, R 1 , is determined to be 0.36 ± 0.05 and compared to various theoretical predictions, which are all found to agree with the measurement within the uncertainties. 
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